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§ Sarracen is a Python-based analysis and visualization package for SPH.

§ Hosted on PyPi (pip install sarracen)

§ GPL 3 licence.

§ Documentation hosted on readthedocs (installation, examples, API).

§ Comprehensive unit tests.

§ Open source – contributions welcome!



§ Sarracen can read Phantom dump files 
(native binary format).

§ Particle data is stored in a custom 
pandas dataframe (SarracenDataFrame).

§ Global variables are stored in a dict
accessible within the data frame.



§ pandas give an intuitive, performant API for 
slicing, re-shaping, aggregating and 
transforming data.

§ Data is stored in custom pandas DataFrames 
extended with several features specific to 
SPH data.
§ Detection of key particle properties 

(smoothing length, etc).
§ Density calculation from h and positions.
§ Visualization and interpolation.



§ 4 main rendering functions:
§ .render()
§ .lineplot()
§ .streamlines()
§ .arrowplot()

§ Supports:
§ 2D/3D data, 
§ planar cross-sections,
§ line of sight column-integrated views, and
§ the “exact” interpolation of Petkova+ 2018.



§ Rendering functions:
§ Multi-threaded CPU or GPU.
§ Vectorized.
§ JIT compiled to machine code when first 

executed. (Means first time running may be a 
bit slower, but should be faster afterward.)

§ Strong scaling measured up to ~20-30 CPU cores 
(particle count matters).



§ Current version is 1.2.3.

§ Fixed issues with 2-fluid dust/gas assigning correct particle masses.
(Thanks Jeremy Smallwood for the inspiration on how to fix this!)

§ Version 1.3.0 will be a significant release with two primary features:

1. Accretion disc analysis tools.
2. Writing Phantom dump files.

§ Targeting ~May release.



§ Surface density profile
§ Angular momenta profile
§ Scale height, H/R
§ <h> / H

 



§ Surface density profile   sarracen.disc.surface_density()

§ Angular momenta profile   sarracen.disc.angular_momentum()

§ Scale height, H/R    sarracen.disc.scale_height()

§ <h> / H     sarracen.disc.honH()

§ Status: 99% complete. 
§ Developed, tested, currently available on latest dev snapshot (github repo).
§ May be further minor tweaks to the API, but nothing substantive.
§ And need to implement proper unit tests.



Thank you Rebecca Nealon for providing prototyped code 
and testing the new disc analysis routines!



§ Prototype code has been developed to implement this.

§ Two steps to productionize:
1. Finalizing the API design. 

sarracen.write_phantom(data=, sinks=)
sdf.to_phantom()

2. Thoroughly testing that it works.

§ Status: 10% complete.

§ Would open the door for moddump and writing initial setups.
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§ Our goal is to implement and support commonly used analysis routines.

1. Achieve consistency of analysis across projects or between groups.

2. Reliability that analysis works correctly.

3. Provide a basis for specific, customized analyses.

§ Issues requesting features are welcomed.



§ Disc analysis tools are available now in the dev version.

§ Version 1.3.0 will release disc analysis tools + Phantom file writing.
Anticipating release in the next few months.

§ Get involved by reporting bugs or suggesting new features. 

§ We use our issue tracker extensively as part of our development cycle.

§ PRs for code or documentation submissions are welcome.

§ Thanks to Andrew Harris and everyone who has contributed to Sarracen in 
some way!
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